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The high/low hierarchy respects the ordering of degrees, and so we can expect 
to find properties of order which are possessed by all degrees in a given hierarchy 
class. Such properties can also be found for classes of the generalized high/low 
hierarchy even though that hierarchy does not respect the ordering of the 
degrees. For example, Jockusch and Posner [4], extending a result of Cooper [l], 
showed that no degree in m is minimal. By results of Yates [S] and Sasso [7], 
this result is best possible as both GL1 and GL,? - GL1 contain minimal degrees. 
Jockusch [3] showed that there is a degree in GL3 - GL2 which does not bound 
a minimal degree, and conjectured that such a result should be true for all proper 
classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy except for GH,. We prove 
Jockusch’s conjecture in Section 1, and extend the result to the high/low 
hierarchy in Section 2. 
We will be using the following notation and definitions (see [5] for more 
detail). ( @e : e E N) is a 
: @&a, x) J} is recursive (1 represents convergence and 
T represents divergence). 
The nth completion of the set A is represented by A’“‘; when 12 = 1, we write 
A’inplaceofA . (I) Similar notation is used for the jump operator on degrees. 
Tot(A) is {e : Qe(A) is total}, and we recall that Tot(A) has the same degree as 
A(‘). We let IAl denote the cardina2ity of the set A. 
A string is a finite sequence of symbols from a set X. If X = (0, l}, then we let 
YZ denote the strings from X. If X = N, the set of natural numbers, then we let Y 
denote the set of strings from X. We let N+ = N U (00, w+} with n < QJ < w+ for 
all n EN. We let Y’ denote the set of all strings from N+. Strings are ordered by 
inclusion (c) in the usual way. We say that o ( z if for some x, a(x) i # t(x)k. 
lb(a) is the cardinality of {x : a(x) 1 }. The restriction of a string o to n, u r n is the 
string r c o such that lb(r) = IZ. We let Ok be the string of length k such that 
Ok(x) = 0 for all x < k. If lb(a) > 0, then o- is u 1 lb(a) - 1. Given strings o and t, 
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we concatenate them as o * t, the string of length lb(a) + lb(t) which starts with o 
and adds the sequence t to the end of the sequence o. If o # 0 and o = u- * k we 
let s(o) = o-9 (k + 1) and p(a) = u- * (k - 1) if k # 0. This notation is extended 
to y+ in the obvious way, producing the functions s+(a) and p’(a). We say that 
aisevenif af0andif o=a-*ktheneitherkisevenork=w. aisoddif a#0 
and u is not even. 
Let n 2 0 be given. Define L,, the class of low,, degrees by L, = {d s 0’ : d’“’ = 
0’“‘) and H,, the class of high,, degrees by H, = {d s 0’ : d’“’ = O@+‘)}. Define Z, 
the class of intermediate degrees by Z = {d c 0’ : tin E N (0’“’ < d < O@+l))}. The 
classes just defined are the classes of the high/low hierarchy. The classes of the 
high/low hierarchy relutivized to the degree a, are {L,(a) : n 2 0} U {H,(a) : n 2 
0} U {Z(a)} w ic are defined by replacing the degree 0 with a in the above h’ h 
definition. 
Let GLO = (0). For n > 0, define GL,, the class of generalized low,, degrees by 
GL = {d: d(“) = (d U Of)@-‘)}. For 
higln degrees by GH, = {d : d n 
n > 0, define GH,, the class of generalized 
( ) = (d U 0’)‘“)). Define GZ, the class generalized 
intermediate degrees by GZ = {d : Vn E N ((d U O’)@-l) < d’“’ < (d U O’)@‘))}. The 
classes just defined are the classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy. The 
classes of the generalized highllow hierarchy relutivized to the degree a, are 
{GL,(a) : n a 0} U { GH,(a) : n 2 0} U {Z(a)}, which are defined by replacing the 
degree 0 with a in the above definition. 
1. Antiatomic degrees and the generalized high/low hierarchy 
In this section, we investigate an order property of degrees and characterize the 
classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy for which every degree in the class 
has the property. The degree d is minimal if d # 0 but if b < d then b = 0. Call the 
degree d antiatomic if d # 0 and d does not bound a minimal degree. Jockusch [3] 
showed that the class GL3 - GL2 contains antiatomic degrees. Previously, Martin 
had obtained a similar result for the classes GL1 and GL2 - GL1 (see Jockusch [3] 
or Yates [9] for a proof). In the other direction, Jockusch [2], extending a result 
of Cooper [l], showed that no degree in GH, is antiatomic. Jockusch [3] 
conjectured that GH, is the only such class of the hierarchy; thus he conjectured 
that every class of the hierarchy except for GH, contains an antiatomic degree. 
We prove Jockusch’s conjecture in this section. Theorem 1.1 produces an 
antiatomic degree d in GH,, and Theorem 1.6 shows that we can find degrees -Cd 
in all classes except for GH,. We prove a result similar to the main theorem of 
this section for the high/low hierarchy in Section 2. 
We now turn to the construction of a set A of degree a E GH, such that a does 
not bound a minimal degree. A will be constructed so that many of its segments 
agree with segments of certain uniform trees. 
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A free T is a map from Y2 to 5P2 which satisfies: 
(1.1) Vu, r (a c_ t+ T(a) c_ T(t)). 
(1.2) VCJ, r (a ( t+ T(a) 1 T(z)). 
T is recursive if the map is a recursive function. 
Given the tree T, we define Z(T, a) to be the interval [lh(T(o)), lh( T(a * 0))). 
If T is uniform as described below, then Z(T, a) = Z(T, t) for all r and u such that 
Ih(r) = lb(a); thus we replace Z( T, a) with Z(T, n) where Ih(a) = II. 
The tree T is said to be uniform if it satisfies: 
(1.3) Va, t (lb(a) = lh(t)+lh(T(u)) = lh(T(t))). 
(1.4) Vu, tVjil(lh(u)=lh(t)-+T(u*j)~Z(T, u)=T(z*j) lZ(T, a)). 
A uniform recursive tree can also be described in terms of a triple (f, 0, ~JJ) of 
recursive functions, where f is a strictly increasing recursive function and 
8, q : N+ L$. satisfy lh(Q(n)) = Ih(q(n)) f or all n E N. The correspondence with 
the above definition specifies that f(n) = ln(T(u)) for any u for which lb(u) = n 
(so that for each such u, Z(T, a) = v(n), f(n + l)), I&(O) = e(O) = T(0), and for 
all n>O, if lh(a)=n then 0(n+l)=T(u*O)rZ(T,n) and t@(n+l)=T(u* 
1) PZ(T, n). 
1.1. Theorem. There is a set A of degree a E GH, such that a is antiatomic. 
Proof, A will be constructed as the union of an increasing sequence ( CY~ :s E N) 
of strings. Recall that for any set X, Tot(X) = {e : cD~((X) is total} has degree XC’). 
Let K be a set of degree 0’. 
In order to insure that a E GH,, we will take steps during the construction 
which will allow us to recover Tot(A @ K) recursively from A(*‘. Thus we will use 
an A(*) oracle to select a recursive set X, for each e E N, and build A to satisfy the 
following requirement: 
(1.5) P,: e#Tot(A@K)G3zVxzz(xeX,+A(x)=O). 
Once A(*) produces an index for X, as a recursively enumerable set enumerated in 
order of magnitude, A(*) can determine whether or not 
32. Vx 2 z (A (X, (x)) = 0) 
and hence whether or not e # Tot(A CD K). 
The satisfaction of P, depends on discovering whether or not e E Tot(A CB K). 
Since the construction will be carried out recursively in O(*), we cannot expect to 
know the answer to this question at any stage of the construction. Thus we break 
P, into the infinitely many requirements for x E N: 
(1.6) P,,,: [VY Gx (@c&4 @ K;y)J)l+ I{Y :A(X@)) = l>jz=x. 
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Pe,, will be satisfied by placing finitely many elements of X, into A as we force 
@=(A Cl3 K) to be defined on longer initial segments of N. If and when we force 
@,(A C3 K; x)? for some x, we place a restraint on the construction which, 
subject to higher priority requirements and restrictions imposed by the portion of 
A which has already been defined, demands that A(X&)) = 0 for all x E N. 
These restraints will be coded into the sequence #Is :s E N). 
Given e EN, we will show that either cD~(A) is not total or Ge(A) does not 
have minimal degree. If @,(A) is total and nonrecursive, then we will build a set 
B,+.@&A) and try to force B: = {x :2x E B} and Bi = {x : 2~ + 1 E B} to have 
incomparable degrees. Thus for each n EN and j c 1, we will satisfy the 
requirement: 
(1.7) Qe,n,p @n(Bi,) # Bi-‘. 
As B, = Bt @ B,‘, satisfaction of these requirements will suffice. 
B, is defined using an auxiliary strongly e-splitting tree. We say that the pair of 
strings (0, r ) form an e-splitting if there is an x such that Qe(a; x) 4 # oe(t; x) 4 ; 
in this case we say that (0, r ) e-splits on x. Let the uniform tree T be specified by 
the triple (f, ~J.J~, vi) of recursive functions. For n E N and i c 1, define 
T(n, i) = {a: D rZ(T, n) = Qi(n + 1) & lb(a) =f(n + l)}, 
i.e., T(n, i) is the set of all strings of length f(n + 1) which agree with vj(n + 1) 
on the interval Z(T, n). T is called strongly e-splitting on the odds if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(14 Vn, uo, o1 (a0 E T(2n, 0) & ul E T(2n, l)-+ (a,, a,) form an e-splitting). 
(1.9) Vn, x, u (a E T(2n, 0) U T(2n, 1) &n <f(2n)+ @Ju; x) 4). 
(The reason that we restrict attention to the odd levels is that the even levels of T 
are reserved for coding in order to satisfy the requirements in (P,) .) We say that 
T extends (Y if (Y c T(0). We say that T respects Z if for all z E Z and CY E T, 
(u(z) = 0. 
The tree T, will be defined in terms of finitely many parameters which may 
change finitely often during the course of the construction. These parameters 
include LY c A, a set 2 which T, must respect, and a set Y, of potential coding 
locations for use by requirements of sufficiently low priority, with Y, fl Z = 0. 
Some of these coding locations will disappear when T, is defined. The remaining 
coding locations will be assigned to the set Y e+l, which will be infinite. Given LY 
and Z, let 
S(a, Z) = {p 2 cu:V z ( z E Z & lh(cu) s z < lh(P)-+P(z) = 0)). 
z(a, Z, Y) will be defined only when the following conditions hold. 
(1.10) vpES(~,Z)~~3ylP(YES(a,Z)&~~P,(Y;x)~). 
(1.11) VP E s(a, Z) 30, r E S(/3, Z) (( (5, r) forms an e-splitting). 
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Let (Y, e, Z and Y be given such that (1.10) and (1 .ll) hold. It then becomes 
relevant to the construction to define T,. We define T,(LY, Z, Y) as follows. Set 
T,(0) = LX. We now define T,(o) for u # 0 by cases. 
Case 1: lb(a) = 2n. (In this case we will have lh(T,(a)) E Y.) Define f,(2n) = 
f,(2n - 1) + 1 and ~&2n) = i for i G 1. 
Case 2: lb(o) = 2n + 1. Let { Zj : 1 d j 5 k} be the set of all strings r 2 (Y which 
respect Z and such that lb(z) =f,(2n). We proceed inductively through a finite 
sequence of steps, defining ~~,~(2n + 1) as the union of an increasing sequence 
(r/&“) of strings. We set vz,i,” = 0 for i d 1. We next proceed through a 
sequence of k steps, taking, at step j, an extension f E S(cr; Z) of rj * t&fn such 
that @<(g; z)i for all z <f,(2n); such a 5 exists by (1.10). Let g = rj * r&tn* tl 
and set v’,,~,, = I&: * n. Once these steps have been completed, we proceed 
through a sequence of 2k steps in order to guarantee that ( ri * r/j&2n + l), 
r,,, * qe,i(2n + 1)) e-splits for each j, m d k. The existence of e-splittings which 
respect Z are guaranteed by (1.11) and the e-splittings are found in the standard 
way (see Jockusch [3]). Once these steps have been completed producing qz,,+ 
V* e,l,nt we fix the least j such that lh(r, * q&n * 0’) E Y; we then set 3,,i(2n + 1) = 
~z,~,~*Oi for i 4 1 andf,(2n + 1) = lh(r,* v&,*oi). 
We note that T, is a recursive tree which is strongly e-splitting on the odds, 
extends a: and, since Y n Z = 0, respects Z. 
Given the tree T, = T,(a, Z, Y), we wish to define a set B, 4, @JA) uniformly 
in A. Thus for each t such that lb(r) zf,(2n + l), we set 
Y&; n) = 
j if Ge(r) = Gee(a) for some o E S(a, Z) fl T,(2n, i), 
0 otherwise. 
‘Y,(z;n) is undefined if lh(t)<f,(2n + 1). It follows from (1.11) that Ye is 
well-defined, and from the definition of Ye that Y<(C) is total for each C E N. Ye 
is clearly a recursive functional, so B, = Y=(A) is recursive in Qe(A). 
As the satisfaction of one requirement may injure the satisfaction of another 
requirement, we place a recursive priority ordering ( R, : e E N) on all require- 
ments; we set RIP = P, and R,,,, = T, and say that Ri has higher priority than Ri if 
i <j. We also recursively enumerate all requirements in the set {P,,, : e, x E N} U 
{Qe,j,i:e,jEN&icl} so that each requirement in the set is enumerated 
infinitely often. 
We say that PC requires attention at stage s + 1 if either Ps(e) T, or &(e) i = 1 
and there is an x ds such that for all y E S(cu,, Z,) and 6 c K, @Jy CT3 6; x) t, 
where cu, and Z, are defined during the course of the construction. We say that T, 
requires attention at stage s + 1 if T, is relevant at stage s + 1 and T,,, is undefined. 
The construction proceeds as follows. 
Stage 0: Set ao = /3,, = 0. T, is relevant and T,,, is undefined for each e E N, and 
no requirements are satisfied. Y,,, = (4n : n E N}, X,,, = (4n + 2: n E N} and all 
other sets referred to in the construction are empty. 
Stage s + 1, Step 1: Let R, be the requirement of highest priority which 
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requires attention at stage s + 1. Such a requirement will exist. We proceed by 
cases, depending on the nature of R,. 
Case 1: R, = P,. Set 6,+1 = as and 
( 
P,(k) if k < e, 
P,+,(k) = ; 
if k =e &j&(e)?, 
if k = e & /3Je) 4, 
t otherwise. 
Yk,s+l = Y& and Xk,s+l =X,,, for k G e, and Yk,s+, =Xk,s+l = 0 for k > e. 
TWO = Tk,* for k -=I e and T.++I is undefined for k 2 e. Tk is relevant at s + 1 iff 
either k 2 e or Tk is relevant at stage s. 
Case 2: R, = T,. Then T,,, is undefined and T, is relevant at the end of stage s. 
For k <e, set Y,++l = Y& Xk,s+l = X,,, and Tk,s+l = Tk,s and let Tk be relevant 
at stage s + 1 iff Tk is relevant at stage s. Yk,s+l = X,,,,, = Tk,s+l = 0 for k > e and 
for such k, Tk is relevant at stage s + 1. /3s+1 =ps le + 1. 
Let Z, = U {Xk,s :k se & P,(k) = O}. If 
(1.12) 36 E S( cu,, Zs) 3x VY 2 6 (Y E S(cu,, Z,)+ @,z(y;x)?), 
fix the least such pair (6, x) and set a,+, = 6. (In this case, if ps re + 1 = 
pt 1 e + 1 for all t 3 s, then cDe(A) will not be total.) If (1.12) fails but 
(1.13) 36 E S( cts, Zs) Va, t E S (S,, Zs) (( a, r) does not e-split), 
fix the least such 6 and set a,+, = 6. (In this case, if /$ re+l=&/e+l for all 
t 2s and @,(A) is total, then @,(A) will be recursive.) In both cases, T,,,+l is 
undefined, and T, is not relevant at stage s + 1. Let (yk: k EN) be an 
enumeration of Y,,, in order of magnitude. Set Y,,,+1 = {yzk: k EN} and 
X e,s+l = {yzk+l: k E j’0. 
Suppose that (1.12) and (1.13) fail. Let &+l = cu,. The failure of (1.12) and 
(1.13) implies that (1.10) and (1.11) hold for a= LY,, Z =Z, and Y = Y,,,. Let 
T t?,s+l = T,(G Z,, Y,,,) and let T,,s+~ be coded by the triple (f, IJJ~, ql). T, is 
relevant at stage s + 1. Let Y = (f(2 IZ :II E N} be enumerated in order of )
magnitude as (y, : k E N). Set Ye+l,s+l = {yzk :k E N} and X,,,,,,, = {y2k+l : k E 
W. 
Step 2: (YS+~ is defined after we consider the requirement lJ, which is the sth 
requirement in our enumeration of requirements. Let 
K = {X/Gs+l :k < lh(A+,) & A+,(k) = O>. 
Case 1: U, = P,,,. Set a,+l = (ss+l unless @s+l(r)J = 1. In the latter case, fix the 
least extension 5 of (Sstl such that f(x) = 0 for all x E V, and E(x) = 1 for some 
x E Xr,s+l rl [lh(&+,), m), and set as+l = E. 
Case 2: 17, = Q,,,i. Set as+1 = 6,+1 unless T,,+l is defined and so is infinite. In 
the latter case, let Tr,,+l be coded by the triple (f, &, ql). Fix the least 
6 E S(%+,, V,) such that lh(6) =f(2m) f or some m. Then there is a y E Y; such 
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that lh( y) = m and ‘yr( 6) = y = y” Q3 yi. Fix the least x 3 lh( y) such that x is even 
if i = 1 and x is odd if i = 0, and let z = [x/2]. If there is no 5 2 y’ such that 
@j(EiZ)J, set &,+I= 6. Otherwise, fix the least !Zjiz yi such that @,(Zji; z) &. We 
can then find El-i 2 yl-’ such that if 5 = E”Q3 E’, then Qj(Ei; z)J # E’-‘(z)J. 
Furthermore, we can find n 2 S such that r~ E S(6,+,, V,) and Iu,(q) = E. Fix the 
least such q and let a3+i = q. (Note that the existence of 11 follows from the 
definitions of T, and B, and the fact that Xk,s+l E Yr+l,s+, for all k > r + 1.) 
This completes the construction. Let A = Us LU,. We first show that each 
requirement requires attention only finitely often. 
1.2. Lemma. lim, fls and lim,T,,, exist and are infinite, and R, requires attention 
only finitely often for each e E N. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on e. Assume by induction that for all j < e and 
t 2 s, ps(j) = pr(j) and ljs = T,,, and that R, and Rzjtl do not require attention 
at any stage t 3 s. If fir(e) = 0 for some t 3 s, then /3,(e) = 0 for all u > t and Rze 
does not require attention at stage U. If &(e) # 0 for all t 2s but &(e) = 1 for 
some t > s, then PU(e) = 1 for all u 2 t and Rze does not require attention at stage 
U. Otherwise, /3,(e) t for all t 3 s, and Rzr does not require attention at any stage 
t B s. Hence we can choose TV 3 s such that &(e) = pU (e) for all t 2 u and Rze does 
not require attention after stage 21. 
T, requires attention after stage u only if at some t > u, T,,I_l is undefined and 
T, is relevant at stage t - 1. If T, requires attention at stage t, then either T,,, is 
defined or T, is not relevant at stage t. By choice of v, T,,, = T,,, for all u 3 t, and 
T, is relevant at stage u > t exactly if T, is relevant at stage t. Hence Rze+, does 
not require attention after stage t. 0 
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that B = lim, /&, T, = lim, c,,, Y, = lim, Y,,, and 
X, = lim, X,,, all exist and are total. We now show that A has the desired 
properties. 
1.3. Lemma. a E GH,. 
Proof. We note that the construction is recursive in 0c2). We proceed by 
induction on e. Suppose that we have determined for all m < e that 
m E Tot(A Q3 K) Q B(m)‘= 1. 
Given B r e, we can determine T,_,, X, and Y, recursively from an oracle of 
degree O(‘). But then by Case 1 of Step 1 and Step 2 of the construction and since 
cu, respects X, for all sufficiently large s, 
eETot(A@K)e%Vx 3 z (A(X,(x)) = 1) a B(e) = 1. 
Hence we can determine whether or not e E Tot(A @3 K) from an oracle of degree 
ac2), and so continue the induction. 0 
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1.4. Lemma. For all e EN, @,(A) does not have minimal degree. 
Proof. Fix e EN. We can assume that Qe(A) is total and non-recursive, else the 
lemma is immediate. By Lemma 1.2, we can fix the least s such that for all t 2 s, 
T,,, = T,. We note that since Gee(A) is total and non-recursive, and since q 
respects U {X, : k 2 e} for all sufficiently large t, (1.12) and (1.13) fail to hold, 
and so that T, is relevant at all sufficiently large t and is infinite. 
Define the set B, dT @&A) using T, as described earlier, and fix j E N and i s 1. 
Let B, = BzCl3 Ba. Suppose that ej(Bi) is total. Since Qe,j,i is considered at 
infinitely many stages of the construction, and (1.12) and (1.13) fail to hold at all 
sufficiently large stages, there will be infinitely many stages t at which Qe,i,i is 
considered at Step 2, Case 2 of the construction and q will be defined to force 
@j(Bk) # Bapi as long as T,,, = T,. By Lemma 1.2, such a stage t will exist. Hence 
we conclude that Bz and Bi have incomparable degrees. Since Bi, Ba 6, B, dT 
@JA), Qe(A) cannot have minimal degree. 0 
The theorem now follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4. q 
We now introduce notation which will simplify working with high/low 
hierarchies. We let L,*+I = Lnfl -L, and Hz,, =H,+1 -II, for II > 1. Let 
L,* = L1 and H,* = HI. 
99% is the corresponding set of classes for the generalized high/low hierarchy. For 
X E %‘, we let GX be the corresponding class in the generalized high/low 
hierarchy. The classes of % are ordered by i as follows: 
L;<L,*i... -CL,*<... <Z-C..’ <H;-c+.. <H;iH;. 
The following Bounding Lemma will be needed to extend Theorem 1.1 to other 
classes of the generalized high/low hierarchy. A proof of this lemma can be found 
in [6]. 
1.5. Bounding Lemma. Let a 4 GL2 be given, and fix X E % such that a E GX. Let 
Y <X be given. Then there is a degree b < a such that b E GY. 
Theorem 1.1 and the bounding lemma combine to yield: 
1.6. Theorem. Let X E Ce - {HT} be given. Then there is a degree d E GX such 
that d does not bound a minimal degree. 
Theorem 1.6 can be relativized to minimal covers in the obvious way. We leave 
the details to the reader. We will extend Theorem 1.6 to the high/low hierarchy 
in the next section. 
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2. Antiatomic degrees and the high/low hierarchy 
We sharpen Theorem 1.1, constructing a degree a E Hz such that a does not 
bound a minimal degree. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is modified to incorporate a 
recursive approximation construction rather than a O@) oracle construction. The 
construction will proceed by priorities through a tree of bushes. Each 0 E Y+ will 
represent a strategy predicated on the guess that CJ lies on the true path for the 
construction. Thus at stage s we will specify a string ys as the current guess to the 
true path. Strings are ordered lexicographically. The true path r will be defined 
inductively. If y- c r and x = lh(y-), then T(x) = lim inf{ ys(x) : y- c y.%}. T(x) 
will be allowed to take the value cc. 
Bushes and requirements will be indexed by elements of Y+. It will be 
necessary to define a priority ordering on Yt with the property that for each 
12 E N and CJ E Y+ of length n, 
(2.1) {r E Yt : lb(z) < n & t has higher priority than a} is finite. 
The usual lexicographical ordering will not have this property for o = r *a. 
Hence we define a ‘diagonal’ priority ordering as follows: 
Let CJ, r E Y be given. We say that o has higher priority than z if IJ precedes r in 
the lexicographical ordering, i.e., either o c r or if x is the least integer such that 
o(x) J # r(x) J then a(x) < r(x). 
For UEY+, the place of CJ in the priority ordering is determined via an 
auxiliary function. Thus if CJ E Yt with lb(a) = n, we let 
p ifa(x)=2p+q&qal&pEN&x<n, 
o*(x)= 
1 
12 if a(x)Z=~&x<n, 
t otherwise. 
If 0, r E Y+, then we say that u has higher priority than z if either CT c r or if x is 
the least integer such that a( # r(x)J, then either a*(x) < r*(x), or 
a*(x) = r*(x) and a(x) < r(x). 
Note that if ~7 c r, then CJ* has higher priority than r* but it is not necessarily 
true that a* c r*. We leave it to the reader to show that the priority ordering 
satisfies (2,l). Furthermore, we note that priorities differentiate between exten- 
sions of strings CJ # r such that 8 = r*. For if x is the smallest integer such that 
o(x) # r(x), o(x) E N and r(x) 4 N, then 
(2.2) Vp II CT If,‘5 3 z (p* has higher priority than E* & ph # lj*). 
We will also need to define another equivalence relation on Y+. We let 0 - 0 
and define (T - r if lb(o) = lb(t), u- = t- and if x = lb(a) - 1 then there is a 
y EN+ such that either o(x), r(x) E {2y, 2y + l} or a(x), r(x) E {2x, 2x + 1, 00, 
m’}. We note that if o - r then o* = r*. 
We will make independent attempts to satisfy the requirement R, for each 
yEY+ such that lb(y) = ~1, and will show that the attempt made for y c r 
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succeeds. Thus requirement R, will be replaced by the set of requirements 
{R,:lh(y)=n}. 
The paths through 9+ correspond to certain bushes on which the construction 
takes place. A bush is a subset of Y; which is closed under inclusion. A maximal 
element of the bush T is a string o E T which has no proper extension t E T. For 
XcN, wesaythatXETifXlnETforalln. 
Bushes will also be indexed by elements of Y+. The satisfaction of require- 
ments will be carried out on bushes designated for those requirements, with 
infinitely many requirements having the same designated bush. For a E Y+ taking 
infinite values, we will have to take steps to insure that we have the opportunity 
to satisfy all requirements for which T, is designated. Thus each string o is 
assigned a o-umbrella, a finite set of extensions of o large enough to cover the 
requirements which might otherwise never have an opportunity to be satisfied. 
During the construction, if o is declared to be active, we will be allowed to try to 
satisfy the requirements which lie under the a-umbrella. The a-umbrella M(a) is 
defined as follows: Let x = a(lh(o) - 1). 
M(a)= {r:r* zcr* &lh(t)<x + 1 &Vy (lb(o) 
sy <lb(r)+ r*(y) <2x + 1)). 
Note that if z E M(a) and il E M(r), then A E M(a). 
We will have certain algorithms for defining bushes. We let Id = Zfzpz, the 
identity bush, approximated to by 
Id, = {GE Y;:lh(a) <s}. 
Elements placed on bushes may have to respect a set U. Thus we say that cr 
respects U if a(x) = 0 for all x E U such that a(x) &. Given the bush T*, we define 
Resp(T*, o, U) = {r E T* : z E (7 or (r 2 u & r respects U)}. 
If T* is the union of an increasing sequence of bushes (T* :s EN), T, = 
Resp( T,*, u, U), and for all s E N and x E U,,, - US there is no u E T,* such that 
u(x) J, , then ( z :s EN) will be an increasing sequence of recursive trees. If, 
furthermore, U=LJ{U,:SEN}, then T=Resp(T*,u, U)=LJ{T,:SEN}. 
Given a bush T, u E Y, and h E N, we say that T releases (u, h) if there is an 
LY E T such that CY 2 u and lh(cu) > h. 
We will also be using e-splitting bushes which will be defined later. We will 
need the flexibility on e-splitting bushes to e-split independently of the coding 
being carried out. Thus let T be a bush and let S s N. We say that T is jlexible for 
S if for every function ?/J : S -+ (0, l} and every u E T, there is a maximal 17 E T 
such that if x E S and lb(u) sx <lb(r), then v(x) = q(x). 
In order to insure that a E Hz, we will take steps during the construction which 
will allow us to recover Tot(A 63 K) recursively from A(‘). Thus we will use an 
A@) oracle to select an infinite recursive set S, for each e E N, and will build A so 
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that for each e E N, 
(2.3) e~Tot(A~K)~~zV~~z(xES,--tA(x)=O). 
Thus we establish a requirement Pe,k for each e, k E N, 
(2.4) Pe,k: IS,\ ak. 
The role of Pe,k is to have a location x assigned to it so that x E S,. In fact, S, will 
be defined as S, in conjunction with a bush To. In order to satisfy (2.3), we will 
try to define bushes To*k for k E Nf. If k < TJo, we will try to associate a string nL,,k 
with To*k such that all elements of ToLk are compatible with pcl,+. These attempts 
will succeed if o c r and o * k has higher priority than JY For such k E N+, we 
will have 
(2.5) 
Also, if we fix such a k < a, then for all r E To*k 
(2.6) x 3 lh(,LL,,k) & x E $, & lb(z) > x + r(x) = 0. 
Furthermore, if k > 0, then there will be an x E S, such that 
(2.7) lh(P,,,+,) s X < lh(P,*k) & /&k(x) = 1. 
If Qe(A CD K) is total and 0 c r, then it will be the case that o* 00 c r or 
0 *w+ c lY Hence (2.3) will follow from (2.5) and (2.7). And if ee,(A CEI K) is not 
total, then there will be an n EN such that u * n c r Since all requirements in 
(2.4) will be satisfied, S, will be infinite and recursive. Hence if A E T,,,, then 
since all elements of T,,, are compatible with ,+,, (2.3) will follow from (2.6). 
As mentioned above, we will make a series of independent attempts to satisfy 
Pe,k = R,, with each set of attempts based on a strategy coded by some u E Y+ 
such that lb(a) = n. Thus we decompose Pe,k into {P,,k,,:lh(u) = ?r}. 
In order to show that @,(A) does not have minimal degree, we build a 
reduction procedure 8, uniformly in G&(x) which, if aZe(X) is total and 
nonrecursive, produces a partial characteristic function B,(X). For X=A, 
B, = B,(A) will be total under the above assumptions, and if Bt = B, fl(2x + 
i :x E N} for i c 1, then we will satisfy the following requirement for each k EN 
and isl: 
(2.8) Qe.k,i: @k(Bb) # B,1-‘, 
Since Bz, B: sTB,sTO,(A), if Qe,k,i is satisfied for all k EN and i =s 1, then 
Qe(A) will not have minimal degree. The satisfaction of (2.8) involves first 
determining a location x at which we try to have @,(BL; x)&. We then try to 
define A so that Qk(Bi; x) # Bimi(x) &. 
Because of our priority ordering, we actually make a separate attempt to define 
0, for each y E Y+ such that lb(y) = e + 1. If Qe,k,i = R,, then we require that 
IZ 2 e + 1 and make a series of independent attempts to satisfy R,. Thus we 
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establish a requirement R, for lb(y) = 12, and try to satisfy R, under the 
assumption that y c K 
Each attempt at defining the reduction procedure 0, is made in terms of a bush 
T,_,. We assume that we have a recursive approximation ( Tz_i:s 3 so) to K_, 
so that T,_, = IJ {T:_, :s 2 so} and for each s E N, T”,_, is finite. The reduction 
procedure 0, is defined by induction. At stage S, the reduction procedure will 
add finitely many triples (E, x, i), indicating that if E E cD~(X) then &(X; x) = i. 
In addition, a bush T”, c_ T”,_, will be specified at stage s, allowing the 
construction of A to control 0,. Thus if (5, x, i) E OS,, then 5 c @J(a) for some 
u E T”,. We define the length of o”,, 
L,(S) = max{x : El& x, i ((E, x, i) E OS,)}. 
The determination of the triples which are placed in O,,, - Oe,s_-l depends on 
certain parameters provided by the main construction, in addition to Tz-,. The 
stage t is referred to as the initial stage, i.e., the stage at which we begin to define 
0,. (T is a root, and we require that if (E, x, i) is placed in 0, at stage s, then 
CJ E 7: and Qe(a) is compatible with E. h is a length which the lengths of all new 
maximal strings on T: must exceed. II is a set of unrestricted locations, and T”, 
must find e-splittings independent of the values of strings on elements of U. And 
S is a set of restricted Eocations on which all new e-splittings erected on T: must 
take the value 0. Thus 0, (T,) receizres (t, u, h, S, U, T”,_,) at stage s. 
If o”, = OF,-’ and the tuple received by 0, at stage s is consistent with we-‘, 
then 0, (T,) may transmit a string r at stage s. t 2 u and T is to be a revised root 
for the construction at stage s. 
2.1. Construction of 0,. We proceed by induction on s. Let @e receive 
(t, u, h,S, U, T:_,). If s=O or s<t, set T”, = OS, = 0 and specify that OS, 
transmits nothing. If s = t, we set T”, = u and OS, = 0. Otherwise, we assume that 
(2.9)-(2.12) below hold, else we set Tz = T”,-I, e = C3-l and specify that o”, 
transmits nothing. 
(2.9) IUI =S 1. 
(2.10) VxeSU U(x>lh(u)&(x~U+x>h)). 
(2.11) S n u= 0. 
(2.12) T”,-’ E T::; & u E T”,_,. 
In addition, we assume the following induction hypotheses. 
(2.13) VE, x, i (( 5, x, i) E OS,-‘* 3~ (t E T”,-l& E c_ se(t))). 
(2.14) KY, x, i (( 5, x, i) e We-l-+ Vy <x 3rl G 5 3j ((q, y, j) E Or-‘)). 
(2.15) V5,r,x,i,j(rls5&(5,x,i),(rl,x,j)E~-l~i=j). 
(2.16) Vt, E, x, i (z E Tip1 - Tzv2 & 5 compatible with Q,(r) 
& (5, x, i) .5 We-‘-, 5 G Ge(z)). 
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Conditions (2.13) and (2.16) indicate that the definition of 0, is controlled by T,. 
(2.14) requires that for all X, O,(X) is defined on an initial segment of N. And 
(2.15) requires that 0, be consistent, a condition which is necessary in order that 
0, be a reduction procedure. 
The construction proceeds through a sequence of 19 steps, defining at step u, 
a?, for i 6 5. If OS,-’ is not extended at step s, OS, will transmit a string a,* to 
T”,_,, specifying a new root for the construction of remaining bushes, with 
a,* 1 cr. Until 0, is extended, and assuming that (2.9)-(2.12) continue to hold 
and that the tuple received remains unchanged with the exception that if S, is the 
S of stage t, then S, 2 S,_, and all elements of S, - S,_, are greater than or equal 
to the lengths of all strings specified during stage s - 1 of this construction, then 
the construction at stage s will duplicate all steps completed by the construction at 
stage s - 1. Under the above assumption, if 0, is never extended after stage s, 
then a,* = a,* for all I > s and either T,_, is finite, or there are no e-splittings on 
K_, which respect S = IJ {S, : s 2 t}. In the latter case, we will show that if @,(A) 
is total, then it is recursive. 
Step 1: We search for a string r 1~ such that r E T”,_,, z respects S, and 
@Jr; x)4 for all x =G L,(s - 1). If no such r is found, let T”, = T”,-‘, We = Or,-’ 
and let @e transmit (T. (In this case, if cr c A E T,_, - T, and 0, is defined for a 
bush lying along the true path, then ap,(A) will not be total.) Otherwise, fix the 
first such r, let 0: = r for i d 5, and proceed to the next stage. 
Step 2: We search for a pair of strings rO, t1 2 u: such that z0 ( tl, z,,, 
~1 E %I, ri respects S for i < 1, and rj(x) = i for x E U and i s 1. If no such pair 
is found, let Ti = Tz-‘, Or, = WC-l, let o”, transmit a& and go to the next stage. 
(In this case, either x < lh(a$ in which case the requirement which provided the 
location x is asked to provide a new location, or T,_, will be finite and so 0, will 
not lie along the true path.) Otherwise, fix the least such pair ( rO, rr) which is 
found, and let a$ = a; = tO, al = ai = t1 and ui = u: = 0, and proceed to the next 
step. 
Stepr=3+2j, OsjC5: Setu=Oifj s 2, u = 1 if j E {3,4}, and u = 2 if j = 5. 
Search for an e-splitting ( rO, ri) on T”,_, such that a;-’ G rO, r1 E TsI: and ri 
respects S for all i s 1. If no such pair is found, set T”, = T”,-‘, OS, = We-l, let OS, 
transmit u;-i and proceed to the next stage. (In this case, we will show that if 
Ge(A) is total, then it is recursive.) Otherwise, fix the first such pair (rO, tl) 
which is found, letting ( tO, z,) e-split on xi, and set uf = 0T-l for i < 3, 02 = to 
and a;= tl, and proceed to the next step. 
Step r=4+2j, O~jc5: Set v=l if j=O, v=2 if je{1,3}, and u=3 if 
j E (2, 4, 5). We search for Y such that a:-’ c Y E T”,_,, Y respects S, and 
Q&Y; Xi) $. If no such Y is found, let T”, = T”,-l, OS, = We-‘, let o”, transmit a:-’ 
and proceed to the next stage. (In this case, if A E T,_l - T, and Y is never found 
and a:-’ GA, then Qc(A) will not be total.) Otherwise, fix the first such Y. Let u 
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be chosen as in step r - 1. Set ai = a; = 0, a: = Y, a: = ai-’ if @~(o~-‘; xj) 
# @,(Y; Xi) and U: = 0g-l otherwise, and 0; = a;_, for k ~3, k # u, v. We 
now proceed to the next step. (It is now the case that (a:, a:) e-split. At the end 
of Step 14, it will be the case that for all u, v < 3, if u # v then ( ui4, uA4) e-split.) 
Step r=15+j,O j G C 3: Let y = max{ {xk : k < 5) U {LJs - l)}}. Search for 
q such that a;-’ E q E T”,_,, 11 respects S, and GC( q ; x) j, for all x < y. If no such 
q is found, set T”, = Tz-‘, 0: = Oz-‘, let 0: transmit a;-’ and go to the next stage. 
(In this case, if T,_, lies along the true path and a;-’ GA E T,_l - T,, then cD~(A) 
is not total.) Otherwise, fix the first such n found. Let al = ai-’ if i < 3 and i #j, 
uj’= q, and ai = a; = 0 and proceed to the next step. 
Step 19: T”, releases (u, h). We now extend T, and 0,. Set 
OS, transmits nothing. Fix y as in Step 18. Let & = cDJu,?~) ry + 1 for j 6 3. It 
follows from Steps 15-18 that lh(~j) = y + 1. For j c 3, 8x the greatest Zj such that 
for some 5 2 ~j and i, (5, Zj, i) E We-‘. By Step 1 of the construction, the E found 
will satisfy 5 s CDe(U;) SO zj = Zj for i # j; let 2 = zO. Place (co, 2 + 1, 0), 
GJ 2 + 1, O>, (E i, z + 1, 1) and (&, z + 1, 1) in OS, 1 we-l. Note that by Step 
2, if x E U, then 
(2.17) Vk~13i,j~3(u~8(x)=O&u~8(x)=1 
& (pi, z + 1, k), (Et, Z + 1, k) E OS,“). 
We leave it to the reader to verify induction hypotheses (2.13)-(2.16). 
This completes the construction. The comments made during the construction 
should enable the reader to verify the following lemma. 
2.2. Lemma. Let T, = IJ, T”, be constructed as in 2.1. Let 0: receive 
(t,, a,, h,, S,, U,, T”,_,) and let S = U {S,:s > v}. Assume that (2.9)-(2.12) hold 
for all t > v, that c-1 = U {T,“_, : u 2 v} and that t, = v for all s 2 v. Then: 
(i) {T,U:jsv} is a recursive sequence & Vu > v (T,” G T,“_,). 
(ii) u > v & t E Tzfl - T,“* z respects S, & z 2 u,+~. 
(iii) Vu, t (T,” transmits z + z 2 a, & t E T,“_,). 
(iv) If T”, releases (u, h) at stage s, then there is an IX E T”, such that CY 2 u, 
lh( (u) > h, and @,( a; y) & for ah y < L,(s). 
(v) u>v&Tt:isJEexibleforV&T,“+‘-T,“#O~T,”+’isJEexibleforVUU. 
(vi) Suppose that for all s > u > v, t, = tu, WC transmits the same string z from 
the same step of the construction, z c X E T,_, and X respects S. Then either: 
(a) VY (r G Y E T,_,+ Y c X). 
(b) VY (t c YE T&-t Qe(Y) not total). 
(c) Vs > u (there is no e-split extension ( zO, x1> of z on Tz_, such that both 
to and tl respect S). 
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Let ( T”,: s E N) and (we: s E N) be as above. We define P&a) for a E T”, as 
follows: We set pe,,(&; x) = m if there is a (E, x, m) E @e such that 5 E Qe(a). It 
follows from (2.13)-(2.16) that /I& a IS a well-defined string. We decompose ) . 
@&a), setting P6,,( a; x) = @,,,(a; 2.x + i) for i < 1. 
We now show that under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2, if clause (vi)(c) of 
Lemma 2.2 holds and @,(A) is total, then @,(A) is recursive. 
2.3. Lemma. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 and of clause (vi) of that 
lemma hold. Suppose that S is recursive, Qe(X) is total and 2.2(vi)(c) holds. Then 
@e(X) is recursive. 
Proof. To compute @JX; z), search for r E a, E T,_, such that o. respects S and 
@JO,; z) 1. o. must exist as t c X E c-r and Qe((x) is total. Fix o1 c X such that 
Qe(al; z) 1. Then @,(a,; z) = dz,( a,; z) = @JX; z), else we would have an e-split 
extension of r on T,_l which respects S, contradicting 2.2(vi)(c). Cl 
In order to assign priorities to requirements, we first create a recursive list of 
requirements. Thus let (R, : n 2 1) be a recursive list of all requirements in the 
union of {P,,,:e, k EN} and {Qe,k,i: e, k E N & i s l}, with the proviso that if 
Q+; = R, then n 3 e + 1. As requirements will have to be indexed by elements 
of Y+, we let R, = R, where lb(a) = IZ. Note that the requirement R, will not 
exist. The priority ordering for requirements is the same as the priority ordering 
for the indices of the requirements. 
Satisfaction of the requirement R, will take place on a bush T, for some t G o. 
The process of going from (T to r is carried out in terms of the functions p and il. 
Thus if R, is either P+ or Qe,k,i, then p(a) = o le + 1, A(a) = u re, and we let 
i(a) = e. 
We will declare the requirement R, to be satisfied when, under the assumption 
that u c i-‘, we have defined enough of A to guarantee that the condition asserted 
by the requirement will hold. This satisfaction will be cancelled if, at a later stage 
of the construction, we need to take action to satisfy a requirement of higher 
priority than R,. Satisfaction of R, will also be cancelled if it is based on incorrect 
information about K. Thus at stage s of the construction, a string x, will be 
associated with R, for finitely many o E Y+. We let (K, : s E N) be a recursive 
enumeration of K. Cancellation for the sake of K will occur if K~ $ K,. 
At a stage s of the construction, a location xS,, a height h”,, and a guide p: may 
be associated with the requirement R,. If R, = Qe,k,i and x”, is defined, then R, 
will also be associated with a coguide Y”,. x”, is realized at stage s f 1 if there is a 
P 2 y”, such that x”,< 2 lb(P) GS and @,(/3’;&)&. Such a p will then be 
established as a target for R,. 
Action to satisfy R, at stage s + 1 of the construction cannot take place unless 
the guide &, is released by T, for certain t E 9+. 
Action at stage s + 1 of the construction will be governed by the highest 
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priority requirement or bush which requires attention. We say that T, requires 
attention at stage s + 1 if KS,+~& an d one of the following conditions holds: 
(2.18) ,&y, T”, is not initiated, and for all z of higher priority than CJ and all g 
such that g c (T and E E z, if & & then (,I& h”,) has been released by T& 
(2.19) &,A, x”,‘f , T”, is not initiated and (&, h”,) has been released by T”,_. 
(2.20) &,&, xS,.l, T”, is not initiated and (&, h”,) is released by T”,_, and there 
is a ,U E T”,_ such that .U 2 11% and &J = 1. 
(2.21) ,ug&, xS,$, T”, is not initiated and for some z c o, either t is even and T’, 
and T”,-’ have the same initial stage, both receive the same tuples with 
the exception that SS,-’ E SS,, the tuples have & as root and x”, as 
unrestricted location, and T”, proceeds to a step beyond that at which 
the construction of T”d_’ ended, or (,& h”,) is released by T”, but not by 
T”,_‘. 
We say that R, requires attention at stage s + 1 if T”, is initiated, h”,i, R, is not 
satisfied at the end of stage s, KS,+I 1, an d one of the following conditions holds: 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
R, = Pe,k forsomee, kEN&xS,T. 
R, = Pe+ for some e, k E N, xS,i , (&, h”,) has been released by T”,,,,, 
R, is not presatisfied at stage s, and there is a p E T”,,,, such that p 2 &,, 
and p(y) = 0 for all y such that y 3 Ih(&) and y E {z : z 3 Ih(&) & z E 
{X~}U{S;:~Ca}}. 
R, = Qe,k,i for some e, k E N and i d 1& p(o) is even & x”,t & there is a 
maximal (Y E T”,,,, such that CY 2 ,u”,, CD~(CXY; y) 1 for all y < LPC,,(s), and 
(Y(Y) = 0 for all y E IJ {S, : q c a} such that y 2 lh(&). 
& = Qe,k,i for some e, k E N and i G 1, xS,J and is realized, (&, h”,) is 
released by T”,,,, and R, is not presatisfied at stage s and p(a) is even. 
R, is presatisfied or potentially satisfied at the end of stage s and 
(,& h”,) has been released by T,. 
x”,&, and for some z c 0, either z is even and T”, and T”,-l have the 
same initial stage, both receive the same tuples with the exception that 
SS,-l c S”,, the tuples have & as root and x”, as unrestricted location, and 
T”, proceeds to a step beyond that at which the construction of TO--’ 
ended, or (,& h”,) is released by T”, but not by T”,-l. 
We now present the construction. All quantities are undefined at stage s unless 
we specifically define them at stage s. Any quantity which is defined at the end of 
stage s and is not either redefined or cancelled during stage s + 1 is automatically 
defined at stage s + 1 to take the same value which it had at stage s. 
Requirements satisfied at the end of stage s remain satisfied at the end of stage 
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s + 1 unless this satisfaction is specifically cancelled during stage s + 1. 
We will assume the following induction hypotheses. 
(2.28) K~=0&(KS,*o~3KS,*o=0). 
(2.29) rEM(a)&r#o&KS,J+KS,=0 
(2.30) ~~--~T&KS,J&KS,J,-+KS,=KS,. 
(2.31) T+ = Id, for some t 3s and if of 0 and T, is defined, then T, is an 
e-splitting bush if u is even, and is a Resp bush if o is odd. 
(3.32) If x is assigned as a location to To or Pe,k,o at stage s, then x was never 
before assigned as a location, and x 2 lb(r) for all r such that for some 
A, either r E Ti-’ or r = pi-‘. 
(2.33) If TL receives ,LA as root, then ,U = & for the lowest priority 6 2 CJ such 
that &J. If, furthermore, T”, does not release p, then T”, transmits a 
string. 
(2.34) If T”, transmits c and pi 4 for some A of lower priority than r = s+(o), 
then ,&J. 
(2.35) ~~a&x~S~_&lh(~~)~~xlh(A)&A~TS,~~(x)=O. 
(2.36) o has higher priority than r & ,@, J, & p”, J -+ p.6 c &. 
(2.37) T”, is flexible for l.J {SE : E 2 a}. 
(2.38) (a c t+ TS, E T”,) & (T”,-* 1 and is not cancelled+ T”,-’ s T”,). 
(2.39) g c t c (7 & ,&J & j&k & lh(&) GX < lh(&) &x E S;+,@,(x) = 0. 
(2.40) t c u & (&, h”,) not released by T”,-+ & extends a maximal A E T”,. 
(2.41) If Y%&, then Y”, = pcr,,-l(&) E pa. 
(2.42) ,&,--‘& &B”~&+p;-‘=/3;. 
Stage 0: Set yo= cl:= Ki =0 and hi= 0, and let Tz= Ido. Tg becomes 
initiated. No requirements are satisfied. 
Stage s + 1. There are two steps; the satisfaction of requirements and the 
extension of bushes. 
Step 1: For all o such that KS, & KS+ 1 cancel T”, and all quantities associated 
either with T”, or R,. Fix the c~ of highest priority such that either To or R, 
requires attention at stage s + 1. If no such o exists, proceed to Case 1 below. 
Otherwise, cancel all quantities associated with R, or T”, for all r of lower priority 
than 0, the satisfaction of such requirements R,, and the activity of such r and 
proceed to Case 2. 
Case 1: We define ^ y~+~ below. Once ys+l = y is defined, ys+l becomes active 
and we cancel the activity of all 6 of lower priority than ystl. We next specify 
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that Tt+l is not initiated. Finally, we cancel all quantities associated with 
requirements R, or bushes T,, the satisfaction of R,, and the activity of such r for 
all r of lower priority than y, and proceed to Step 2. Adopt the first case below 
which applies. 
Case la: There are r and u such that KS,~ and is not cancelled, r E M(o) (the 
u-umbrella), o is active, ~1 t for A = r and jl E M(o) of lower priority than z, and 
if R, = Pe,k then A(r) = u and if R, = Qe,k,i then p(z) = a, and either: u is even; 
or u is odd and Tp+cO, transmits a string. Fix the highest priority such u and the 
highest priority such r for u. Set y = ys+r = z and KG+' = 0. 
Case lb: There are r and u such that KS,& and is not cancelled, 0 - t, K; t for 
A = t and all ?, of lower priority than r and either: r is even; or r is odd and T;+(s) 
transmits a string. Fix the highest priority such u and the highest priority such t 
for u. Set ys+r = t and ~:+l= K:+I. 
If no such r and u exist, we define ys+l by induction, specifying 6, c ys+l at 
step IZ of the induction with lh(6,) = n. Let 6a = 0. The induction will end after 
finitely many steps. Step j + 1 of the induction has several subcases; we follow the 
first subcase below which applies. 
Case lc: There is an m E N such that for 6 = Sj *m, K$~) was cancelled at stage 
s + 1. Fix the smallest such m. Let aj+r =p(6) if Tic,) transmits no string, and let 
6j+l= 6 otherwise. Proceed to the next step of the induction. 
Case Id: Case lc does not apply and KS,? for t = Sj * 0. Set ys+l = Sj * 0 and 
KS+1 = 0. 
Suppose that none of the above cases hold. By (2.28)-(2.30) no K$ will be 
cancelled for 6 3 Sj such that lh(6) = 1 + lh($). Fix the lowest priority 6 2 Sj 
such that lh(6) = 1 + lh(6j) and ~Sgi. Fix the highest priority E such that 
f = Sj *m for some even m E N and either 6 = 5, or S has higher priority than c. 
Let il be the lowest priority string such that j&J, and either A has higher priority 
than 6 or ilz 6, and let p = &. Let lh(6j) = e and let 6 * = 6 *- * i where 
i=2p+qforpENandqsl. 
Case le: There is a K c KS+, 1s such that Qc(p $ K; z) & for all z Sp. Fix the 
shortest such K. Set y = ys+r = 5. If y EM(u) for some u c y, set KS,+' = 0. 
Otherwise, K;+~ = K. 
Case If: Otherwise. Set Sj+, = 6 if either 6 is odd, or if S is even and T”, does 
not transmit a string at stage s, and aj+, =s+(6) otherwise, and proceed to the 
next step of the induction. 
Case 2: Let ?/s+r = y. Adopt the first subcase below which applies, and then 
proceed to Step 2. 
Case 2a: (2.18) holds. If u is odd and Ti+(0) transmits some string h, fix this h. 
Otherwise, fix the lowest priority A such that pS,$ and has not been cancelled. By 
Lemma 2.2(iii) and (2.18), A E T”,-. Hence by (2.37) and (2.38), we can fix 
&+I XI Iz such that for all t c u, ,u:+l extends a maximal string pt E T”,, and 
pz(x) = 0 for all x such that lh(p,-) s x < lh(p,) and x E SS,. Set h:++’ =lh(&,+r). To 
remains uninitiated. 
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Case 2b: (2.19) holds. Fix an x which has never been assigned as a location to 
any bush or requirement such that x > Ih(z) for all r for which a A such that 
r E Ti or r = ,& exists. Assign x =x”,‘” as a location to TO. Set p:+r = & and 
h”,+’ = x. TO remains uninitiated. 
Case 2c: (2.20) holds. Fix p as in (2.20). By (2.37) and (2.38), we can fix 
Si-1 
Fc0 2 p such that for all r c 0, &+’ extends a maximal string pt E T:, and 
ps(x) = 0 for all x such that lh(p,-) GX < lh(p,) and x E St. Set hL+’ = h”,. T, 
becomes initiated with initial stage s + 1. (We will place ,&+’ E T”de’ in Step 2.) 
Place x”, E p,‘-’ and cancel x”,. 
Case 2d: (2.21) holds. Let &’ = ,xLS, and h:++’ = h”,. TO remains uninitiated. 
Case 2e: (2.22) holds. Fix an x which has never been assigned as a location to 
any bush or requirement such that x 2 lb(t) for all T for which a A such that 
r E Ti or t = ,ui exists. Assign x = xs+’ as a location to R,. Set ~“6’~ =& and 
s+l _ h, -xx. 
Case 2f: (2.23) holds. Place x E Si;Jj. Fix ,U as in (2.23). By (2.37), (2.38), and 
(2.40), we can fix &+’ 2 p such that for all r c o, &,+I extends a maximal string 
ps e 7% and pT(x) = 0 for all x such that lh(p,-) <x < lh(p,) and x E SS,. Set 
h :+’ = x. R, becomes presatisfied. 
Case 2g: (2.24) holds. By (2.31), T”,(,, is an e-splitting tree. Choose LY as in 
(2.24) and set &+’ = E and h”,+’ = lh(cu). Set Y:+’ = /3&a) as a coguide for R,. 
Fix the least integer >lh(v”,+‘) of the form 2x + 1 - i; let x = xs+’ be assigned as a 
location for R,. R, becomes potentially satisfied. 
Case 2h: (2.25) holds. Set p”d” = /3: if the target /3: is defined. Otherwise, we 
determine the target PO”’ as follows. Fix the first /3 2 vi such that if /3’(z) = 
/?(22+j)forj~l andx=x”,, then x < lh(P’-‘) and @,&I; x) 4 = m. Define 
1 
v;(z) if z < lh(v”,), 
l-m ifz=2x+l-i, 
p”d’l(z) = 0 ifz=2u+l-iforsomev>x&v<lh(fi), 
/3’(v) if z = 2v + i & v < lh(/3), 
t otherwise. 
By (2.41) Y”, = /3 O,s--l(~S,). Since P( ) o is even, it follows from (2.31) that T”,,,, is 
an e-splitting bush. By (2.35), (2.37), (2.41) and Lemma 2.2(ii), (v) there is an 
a l such (Y Z& is maximal on T”,,,,, 
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stage 6s + 1 and never cancelled after that stage. Tt+l will then have the same 
initial stage t as T”, unless T, was initiated at stage s + 1 and thus assigned the 
initial stage t = s + 1. We proceed by induction on lb(t), higher priority 
requirements first. There are three cases. 
Case 1: t = 0. Let 
t = max({s} U {Ih(&i) :&+‘$} U {h”;l:h”,+l&}). 
Set Ti+l= Id,,,. 
Case 2: z # 0 and r is even. Fix the highest priority rl 2 t, if any, such that 
$;i:+ty’) is not released by T:+’ but is released by T”,rl. If no such r? exists, 
- T”,. Ifx.k+,+‘J, set U={x;+‘}; U=0otherwise. LetS=l._l{S~+‘:5Cz} 
f’ {X:X 2 lh(&+‘)}. Then ,:+l extends T”, as in Construction 2.1, with TS,+’ 
receiving (t, &++I, h”,“‘, S, U, T”,“). 
Case3: risodd. LetS=U{S~+l:~~~}n{~:~~lh(~~S,C1)}. 
K: is defined 0. This is never or redefined. If 
K;:;k # Kf&, then Ksr:o' is defined either in Case la or in Case Id. In both 
subcases, K::; = 0. Thus (2.28) holds for s + 1 in place of s. 
Suppose that t E M(o), t # o, and KS,+~ 1. We proceed by induction on the 
priority of r to show that KS,+' = 0. If KS,+' = KS,, or if KS,+~ is defined in Case la, 
Case Id or Case le, then it follows immediately using (2.29) inductively and the 
subcases mentioned that KZ+~ = 0. Otherwise, KS,+~ must be defined in Case lb. 
But then there is a 6 of higher priority than t such that 6 - t and K$+' = KS,+~. By 
the definition of M(a), 6 E M(a), so as 6 has higher priority than r, K%+' = 0 by 
induction. (2.29) has thus been verified for s + 1 in place of s. 
Suppose that o - r, ~f,+‘&and KS,+~ J. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that o has higher priority than r. If ~;+l= K:, then by the cancellation 
procedure, K%+' = KS,, so applying (2.30), we see that KS,+~ = KS,+'. Otherwise, 
K, ‘+I can only be defined in Case la or Case lb. (If Case le were followed, there 
could be no o of higher priority than r such that o - r.) Since o - r, for all E, 
o E M(E) e r E M(g). Hence by Cases la and lb, K:+I = K:+'. (2.30) for s + 1 in 
place of s now follows. 
(2.31) for s + 1 in place of s is immediate from Step 2 of the construction. 
(2.32) for s + 1 in place of s is immediate from Cases 2b and 2e of the 
construction. 
Suppose that T:+l receives p = &+I as a root. Then T:+’ is an e-splitting tree 
so by (2.31) a# 0 an d o is even. Suppose first that Case 2a of the construction is 
not followed at stage s + 1. Then if pi? then pi+‘?. Thus ,u;+’ = ,uL and 
h i+’ = h”, for all A of higher priority than E, and so T”,+’ 2 T”, must release 
(Pu”n”J hi+‘) for all h =, o such that A has higher priority than g. Using (2.33) 
inductively, we see that 5: is the lowest priority 6 2 o such that ,ui+’ 1. 
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Suppose that Case 2a is followed at stage s + 1. If ~~+i $ B, then the first clause 
of (2.33) follows inductively as in the preceding paragraph. Otherwise, the first 
clause of (2.33) for s + 1 in place of s follows from (2.18). 
Suppose that T”,+’ receives p= &+l but does not release (,u, h”,+‘). By Step 2 
of the construction, we note that the set of unrestricted strings received by YD+r is 
either empty or equals {x i”}. (2.9)-(2.12) thus follow from Step 2, Case 2 of the 
construction and (2.32), (2.33) and (2.38). Hence by Construction 2.1, To++’ must 
transmit a string. 
Suppose that TL+,+’ transmits E and &” J for some A of lower priority than 
t = s+(o). Fix the largest t G s + 1 such that yt has higher priority than r. Then 
K;?, pk?, and Tk is not initiated for q = r and q of lower priority than t. By 
choice of t, pi = nfs for all u such that t G u G s + 1 and 6 of higher priority than 
r, so by (2.33) and Cases 2d and 2j of the construction, Tc transmits i_” for all such 
U. We note that no requirement requires attention at stage t + 1, and that Case la 
or Case lb of the construction will be followed at stage t + 1 with yr+l = r. Case 1 
will be followed and yU =, T for all u 3 t + 1 until Case 2a is followed to define ky, 
and for all u such that t + 1 c u G IJ, pyt. By choice of r, ,& may be redefined 
but will never be cancelled at stage u for u G u d s + 1, so ptfl 4. (2.34) for s + 1 
in place of s now follows. 
Let 77~0, LET%++’ and x E S;tl be given such that lh(&,+‘) GX < lb(A). We 
wish to show that A(X) = 0. If (5 is odd, then TL+’ = Resp(Tbz’, p, S) for 
P = A+‘, with S = {z : z b lb(p)} fl U { $&+l: 5 c a}. Hence x E S. Since A E T”,f’, 
A respects S, so A(X) = 0. Suppose that (T is even. By (2.31), rS,” is an e-splitting 
extension of T”,. Fix the largest p E A such that ~1 E T”,. If x 2 lb(p), then T”,+’ 
receives a set of restricted locations containing X, so by Lemma 2.2(ii), A(x) = 0. 
Suppose that x G lb(p). It is easily verified from the construction that &, c &+‘, 
Hence using (2.35) inductively, we conclude that k(x) = 0 unless x E St,1 -St-; 
assume that this is the case in order to derive a contradiction. Then x is assigned 
as a location to Th or Ra = Pe,k,S for some 6. We note that since x E SS,‘l- S.$, 6 
is the highest priority string such that T6 or R6 requires attention at stage s + 1. 6 
cannot have higher priority than 0, else & and Pm would be cancelled at stage 
s + 1. Let x first be assigned as a location to Ta or RI, at stage t <s + 1. By (2.32), 
x > lb(t) for all r E Tf, such that Th 1. By (2.33) and the cancellation procedure, 
we must have T$ = T$ for all u such that t s u s s (else x E SG-), and no 5 of 
higher priority than 6 can require attention at any such stage U. Hence by (2.21), 
(2.27), and since T”, cannot receive ,u$ as root until T”,- releases (PUU,, h”,), 
T”, = T’,. Since d(x) f if A E T’,, we conclude that A 4 T:, yielding the desired 
contradiction. Thus (2.35) holds for s + 1 in place of s. 
Suppose that (T has higher priority than r, &+’ 4 and p,ifl 1. If ,u,~J. and is not 
cancelled, then it follows inductively from (2.36) and from the cancellation 
procedure that ,u:+’ 2 & 2 ,u: = ,@,+I. Otherwise, ,~i+l is defined in Case 2a. Let 
A be the lowest priority string such that ,~uS,l. Then ,u;+’ = ,u;, Furthermore, 
either ,u:+’ 2 u;+’ or by (2.33), Tb+’ receives ,M;” and transmits 6 c &,+I. Thus 
(2.36) for s + 1 in place of s follows from Lemma 2.2(iii). 
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We now verify (2.37) for s + 1 in place of s. T; is flexible for any set. Fix CJ 
such that lb(a) > 0. For each t and r], let Uh = {Sl,: 5 2 n}. Let t E T”,+l and let 
r/Ku;+’ + (0, l} be given. First assume that Us,‘-’ = U”,. If Ti+l is initialized at 
stage s + 1, then CJf,+’ = 0, so we can take any maximal k 3 r on TL+’ to verify 
(2.37) for s + 1 in place of s. Otherwise, there is a maximal A E TS, such that A 1 r 
and A(x) = q(x) for all x E US,. If 11 is any maximal extension of A on T”,+l, then 
since Us,” = US,, v will serve to verify (2.37) for s + 1 in place of s. 
Suppose that Uf,+’ # U”,. Then there is a unique x E uSO+’ - U”, and x = a$ for 
some 6 2 o. Furthermore, if x is a location for Rd, then k(6) 2 u. Let x first be 
assigned as a location at stage t. Then there is a least stage u such that 
t G u <s + 1 and x is released by T”,. If u is even, then T”, receives x as 
unrestricted location, hence by Lemma 2.2(v), T”, is flexible for c/U, U {x}. 
Furthermore, as x is not cancelled before stage s + 1, iJz U {x} = Vo+‘. Fix a0 
maximal on Tz such that a0 2 t and (Ye = q(x) for all x E VO+l, and my1 2 a0 
such that &I is maximal on T”6t1. Then IY~ serves to verify (2.37) for s + 1 in place 
of s. 
Finally, assume that G is odd. By (2.31), T%+’ is a Resp bush. Then r E TLtl. 
Let $~i 2 11, be defined by vi(x) = q(x) if x E u”$’ and vi(x) = 0 if x E UL+’ - 
Ufft’. By induction on the length of CJ, there is a maximal a: E T:?’ such that 
a/ 2 r and a(x) = &(x) f or all x E U:?‘. Note that by (2.35), cx E T:++‘. Since 
T”,+l c T;zl, a is maximal on Tf,+‘, so ac serves to verify (2.37) for s + 1 in place 
of s. 
We next verify (2.38) for s -t 1 in place of s. Fix u. If u = P, or u is even, then by 
the definition of Id and Lemma 2.2(i), T”, G T”,f’. Suppose that u is odd. Fix 
h E T”,. Then A E T”,+l unless there are Zj c u and x <lb(A) such that A(x) = 1 and 
x +++1- S& We assume that such 5 and x exist and derive a contradiction. Fix 
the stage t <s + 1 at which x was appointed as a location. By (2.32), x 2 lb(r) for all 
t E T’,-‘, so i I# T’,-‘. By (2.33) and the cancellation procedure, it follows as in 
the proof of (2.37) that Tip;’ = Tz for all u such that t =S u <s + 1. (Note that for 
all such U, all newly assigned locations are ax.) Hence jl 4 T”,-‘. But T”, must 
release (&, h”,) with x = x”, for some 6 c u, and A E T”,. Hence T”, will receive x 
as unrestricted location, and A E T”, will imply A(x) = 0, yielding the desired 
contradiction. 
Fix u c t. If A. E T:+l- T”,+‘, then by induction and the construction, il. E T”, c 
T”,. Hence A E T”, - T%+l, an impossibility by the preceding paragraph. (2.38) for 
s + 1 in place of s now follows. 
We next verify (2.39) for s + 1 in place of s. Fix .$, r, u and x such that 
G-CrCu, P :+I$, p:+‘J, x ES;+’ and lh(&+‘) s-x < lh(&++‘). If x E S-& and 
s-cl_ s 
Pa - ,uo, then by the cancellation procedure, &+l= ,uS, so using (2.39) induc- 
tively, &++‘(x) = p:(x) = 0. Suppose first that either ,u: is cancelled at stage s + 1 
or &+’ # &, and x E S:+r. Again we note that &+I = ,u: so, if x E S& then 
x 2 Ih(,u;). If x E ,$+I - S& then there is a least stage t c s such that x = xi for 
some A, and x =xX for all u such that t s u G s + 1. Also either Rh or Th requires 
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attention at stage s + 1. Since & is not cancelled at stage s + 1, t must have 
higher priority than il. Since x2 is never cancelled for t 6 u 6s + 1; ,u: = ,u: for all 
u such that t 6 u 6 s; hence by (2.32), we see that x > Ih(p’,) = lh(&). 
If Case 2g or 2h of the construction is followed at stage s + 1, then A = (J and by 
(2.24) and Case 2h, &+‘(x) = 0. If Case 2c or 2f of the construction is followed at 
stage s + 1 and $+l# S& then To or R, requires attention at stage s + 1 and 
x = x”,. Hence in either case, it follows from Case 2c and (2.23) that p:+‘(x) = 0. 
The only remaining subcase of the construction such that either Si+’ # Sg or 
&+’ # &, is Case 2a; we assume that this subcase is followed at stage s + 1 and 
note that ??i+’ = SS,. Fix the lowest priority q such that p”,J and is not cancelled at 
stage s + 1. We proceed by induction on the priority of (7. If Ti+coj does not 
transmit a string, then K = q. If x < lh(&+‘), let p = &,+l. Note that by 
induction, &‘(x) = P(X) = 0. Otherwise, there is a p c q such that p- = q- and 
T”p transmits a string p and &+‘z tl. By Lemma 2.2(iii), n E TSp- so if 
lh(&+l) 4x <lb(p), then by (2.35), P(X) = 0. It now follows from Case 2a and 
(2.35) that &+‘(x) = 0 if lb(p) sx < lh(&+l). Hence (2.39) holds for s + 1 in 
place of s. 
Let r E (J be given such that (&+‘, hL+‘) is not released by Tt+‘. If ys+l = 0 
and Case 2a is followed at stage s + 1, then p,Stl extends a maximal string on 
T ;+l. (If Ts,+’ is undefined, then we automatically consider &+’ to extend a 
maximal z E To+‘.) Otherwise, &+’ 2 &. If T:+’ = T”,, then by induction there is 
a maximal A. E T”, such that & 2 A. Hence il. is maximal on T:+’ and CL:+’ 2 A. 
Assume that T:+l # T”,. We proceed by induction on t. If r = 0, then as 
T;+l= Id,,, where t 2 lh(&+l) and t ah>+‘, we note that T$+l releases 
(p:++‘, h”,+‘). 
Suppose that t is even. If (&, h”,) is not released by T”,, then T: receives &, as 
root and h”, as length, so T;+l= T”,. If (&, h”,) is released by T”, and TS, receives 
& as root for tl# (T, then ,~“a” = &, and h”,+’ = h”, so (,uf,+‘, hL+‘) is released by 
T “,“I. Thus it remains to consider the case where T”, receives ,u: as root and 
(&, h”,) is released by T”,. Then either Case 2c, 2f, 2g or 2h is followed at stage 
s + 1, from which it immediately follows that ~“6’~ extends a maximal A E T;+l. 
(Note that the remaining subcases of Case 2 cause (CL;+‘, h”,+‘) to be released by 
T t+‘, and that if Case 2g or 2h is followed, then t = p(a).) 
Suppose that t is odd. Then T:+’ = Resp( TS,‘l, ,u;+l, U) for U = {z :z 2 
lh(&+‘) & z E U {s”+l: 5 c z}}. If (&+‘, h:+‘) is released by T”,“, then ,u:+’ E 
T”,‘l and by (2.39), p:+‘(x) = 0 for all x 2 lh(,u~~‘) such that x E U and p:+‘(x) J. 
By (2.35), &,+’ E T”,‘l, hence by (2.37), (p”,“, h%++‘) must be released by TS,+‘. 
And if (&+I, h”,+l) is not released by T”,+‘, then by induction, there is a maximal 
A E /&+1 such that A. E T”,“. It follows from (2.38) and (2.39) that A. is maximal on 
T :+l. Thus (2.40) holds for s + 1 in place of s. 
(2.41) and (2.42) f or s + 1 in place of s follow immediately from Cases 2g and 
2h of the construction. 
We now define a path r through Y+. We begin by specifying that 0 c lY Given 
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6, c r of length n, we let &+i = 6, *k for the least k E N, if any, such that both 
{s : ys 2 6, *k} .is infinite, and for all j < k, {s : ys r> 6, *j} is finite. For Y E Y+, 
we say that Y has higher priority than r if either Y c r or if lb(y) = y1 and y has 
higher priority than r 1 n. 
We now prove a sequence of lemmas which will allow us to define a set A with 
the desired properties. 
2.4. Lemma. Let y have higher priority than lY Then: 
(i) {s : TY requires attention at stage s} is finite. 
(ii) {s : R, requires attention at stage s} is finite. 
(iii) {s : y = ys or y has higher priority than y,} is finite. 
(iv) Y = lim, Ys is well-defined for y c r. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the priority of y. Suppose that the lemma has 
been proved for all y such that lb(y) < n. Note that TO is initiated at stage 0, and 
there is no requirement RB so the base step of the induction is immediate. By 
induction, we can fix S,_i of length IE - 1 and a stage s0 such that for a11 t sso and 
Y = a,-1 or y of higher priority than bn_i, Yt has lower priority than 6,-i. If 
there is no m E N such that 6,-i * m c I’, then we are done. Otherwise, fix this m, 
and let a=&-r*m. If rn<w and n * 03, then there are at most finitely many 
extensions of 6,_1 *n of higher priority than 6. Thus by choice of m, {s : ‘ys has 
higher priority than S} is finite, and if y has higher priority than 6, then R, and 
TY require attention only finitely often. Hence we can fix a stage s1 > so such that 
for all t Z=.rr, yr = 6 or yr has lower priority than 6. 
We note that K$ 1 for u = s1 + 1, and can never be cancelled else l/t would have 
higher priority than 6 for some t 2 sl. By (2.33) and Lemma 2.2(iii), ,u: will be 
defined through Case 2a of the construction if it is not already defined. By choice 
of si, pi will never be cancelled for t 2 s1 + 2 = s2. 
If, for u >sz, & # ,u? or hg fh”,‘, then either R6 or T6 requires attention at 
stage u + 1, yU = 6, and one of Cases 2b, 2c, 2e, 2f, 2g or 2h is followed. If Case 
2b is followed, then T6 is assigned a location which cannot be cancelled until Case 
2c is followed, at which point T6 would become initiated and never again require 
attention. Hence Cases 2b and 2c can each be followed once after stage s, and (i) 
follows. Similarly, if Case 2e is followed, R6 is assigned a location which is never 
cancelled (so Case 2e can never again be followed), and if Case 2f is later 
followed, then R6 becomes satisfied, and this satisfaction will never be cancelled 
by choice of s2. Thus Case 2f can also be followed at most once after stage s2. If 
Case 2g is followed after stage s2, then Rd receives a location which is never 
cancelled, so this case can never again be followed. By (2.41) and (2.42), if Case 
2h is followed at stages u and v with s2 < u <v, then ~“y c V; E p”, = /IF. Hence 
Case 2h can only be followed finitely often after stage s. Thus & = pg and 
hg = h”, for all sufficiently large u and v, so (iv) holds for y. 
We now fix s3 > s2 such that & = ,ug and hg = h”, for all U, v 2 s3. If R6 requires 
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attention at stage u 3s3, then either Case 2d, 2i, or 2j is followed at stage U. If 
Case 2i is followed, then R6 becomes satisfied, and by choice of s3, this 
satisfaction is never cancelled. Hence R6 will never again require attention 
through Case 2i. Each time Case 2d or 2j is followed after stage s, progress is 
made towards the release of (pg, h$) by some Tc for 5 E 6, and this progress is 
never lost. Since each bush must release (pUg, h”,) after finitely much progress is 
made, these cases can only be followed finitely often. Hence R6 will eventually 
cease to require attention, so (ii) and (iii) hold. 0 
We call a stage s y-true if the following conditions hold: 
(2.43) ys = y. 
(2.44) Vt > s (yr has lower priority than y). 
The stage s is n-true if s is y-true for some y c r such that lb(y) = rz. 
2.5. Lemma. For all n EN, there is an n-true stage. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Note that 0 is O-true, as TO, is initiated and 
there is no requirement Rg. By induction, we may assume that so is II - 1 true for 
n > 0. By (2.43) and the cancellation procedure, we note that KY? for all 5 of 
lower priority than 6 = 6,-i of length n - 1. 
If there is a k E N such that 6 *k c r, then by Lemma 2.4, there will be a 
6 *k-true stage which, by choice of k, will be an n-true stage. Suppose that no 
such k exists. By Lemma 2.4, we can fix the least stage s1 > so such that no 
requirement of higher priority than 6 *M requires attention at any stage t 2 sl. 
(Note that the priority of 6 * ~0 immediately follows that of 6 * (2n + 1) among the 
immediate successors of 6.) By choice of sl, l/s, = 6 * 30. Again by Lemma 2.4 and 
the cancellation procedure, there will be a 6 * ~0 true stage s2 3 sl. If T6*p does not 
transmit the same string k at all sufficiently large stages, let s3 = sz and r = ~0. 
Otherwise, by Lemma 2.4 and Case lb of the construction, there will be a 
6 * co+-true stage s3 > s2, which we fix, and let r = w+. We note that (2.43) and 
(2.44) hold for y = 6 *r and s = s3. Hence it remains to verify that {s : ~$16 * r} 
is infinite. 
Fix m > n. Since there are only finitely many z 2 6 * r such that z has higher 
priority than S *m, it follows that for all m > n, there will either be a 6 * 2m-true 
stage or a 6 * (2m + 1)-true stage. Fix the largest i E {2m, 2m + l} such that there 
is a 6 *i-true stage. Note that there is an extension z of 6 * r such that z is in the 
S * i-umbrella, and that 6 * i is active at all sufficiently large stages. Hence we may 
iix the smallest s4 >s, such that no requirement of higher priority than R, 
requires attention at any stage t 3 s4, and note that ysq = z. Hence {s : ys 16 * r} 
is infinite, and so s3 is an n-true stage. 0 
We note that if s is n-true, then ys c r Hence by Lemma 2.5, r= iJ {ys :s is 
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n-true} has infinite length. Let A = U {p, : y c r}. It follows from Lemma 2.4(iv) 
and (2.36) that A is well-defined. 
2.6. Lemma. lb(A) = CQ and A +. 0’. 
Proof. By (2.36) and the definition of A, lb(A) = ~0. Furthermore, by (2.36), ifs 
is n-true and x < lh(&,), then p:,(x) = &,(x) for all t >s. Hence A(x) = 
lim, &(x) for all x E N, so A +- 0’. 0 
2.7. Lemma. Let A have degree a. Then a E Hz. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on e, defining an infinite set S, and showing that 
e$Tot(A$K)oElyVxzy (xES,+A(X)=O), 
i.e., showing that (2.3) holds. By Lemma 2.5, this will suffice. Fix 6 c r such that 
lh(6) = e. For e = 0, we note that 6 = 0. Let S, = lJ {Ss,: Vlas (6 is not cancelled 
at stage t)}. We note that S, is a recursive set, and that we can obtain an index for 
S, uniformly from 6 and s. We assume that we have obtained 6 through the use of 
an A(2)-oracle. We note that by (2.33) and the definition of r, if E c r, then Tg 
releases (IL,., h,) for all 6 c r such that ,u~ = lim, ,u”, and h, = lim, h”, exist. And 
by (2.35), p as in (2.23) will exist. Hence as T6 will be initiated for all 6 c r, it 
follows from the construction that Pe,k,a will be satisfied for all r 3 6 such that 
r c r, and so S, will be infinite. 
Suppose that @,(A Cl3 K) is not total. Fix the largest z such that cD~(A CII K; y) & 
for all y <z. By (2.36), there will be a lowest priority u 3 6 of length e + 1 such 
that @,(pO @ K; y) J. for all y =G z. Fix the smallest stage u such that for all t 2 u, 
pf = pm and for some K c K, fl K, CD&, $ K; y) & for all y 6 z. As all equiv- 
alence classes of - are finite, and all A-umbrellas are finite and if 5 E M(A) and 
A E M(q) then g E M(q), there will be a stage v 2 u such that Case 1 is followed 
at stage v, but neither Case la nor Case lb is followed at stage v. By choice of v, 
yV 2 o. Hence as o is never cancelled after stage u but rcE t for 5 1 cf of lower 
priority than a, cr c lY But then by (2.40), pr E To for all t 2 o such that r t r, so 
by (2.35), for such t, ,u&) = 0 for all x E S, such that x < lh(p,). Hence A(x) = 0 
for all but finitely many x E S,. 
Suppose that @,(A CD K) is total. Then if u 16 and Ih(o) = e + 1, then K, 
cannot be cancelled at any sufficiently large stage. By the finiteness of A-umbrellas 
and of the equivalence classes of -, Case 1, but not Case la or lb, must be 
followed at infinitely many stages to define ys. Thus 6 * m # r for any m E N, so 
&*rcTfor some ram. Let B=U{p 6*m: m E N}. By (2.36), B is well-defined, 
and by Lemma 2.4, each T6*m will be initiated. Hence there will be infinitely 
many x E S, such that B(x) = 1. Note that for each m E ZV, there is a t c r such 
that 6 *m has higher priority than r. By (2.36), P,+,,~ c pr, so B = A. We now see 
that (2.3) holds. 
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Note that e E Tot(A @ K) iff for some r 2 CQ, 6 * r c K Furthermore, once we 
have determined whether or not if 6 *r c r then r < m, then a 0@)-oracle can 
determine from the construction, the r such that 6 *r c r and a 6 *r-true stage. 
Hence an A(“-oracle will suffice to enable us to continue the induction. 0 
2.8. Lemma. The degree a of A does not bound a minimal degree. 
Proof. It follows from (2.33) that TE releases (pcT, h,) for all 5 E o c r Fix e 
such that @,(A) is total. First suppose that r(e) is even. It suffices to show that 
for all keiV and isl, if Qk(Bk) is total, then there is an x such that 
&(Bk; X) J # B:-‘(x) 4. Fix k and i such that Qk(B6) is total, and o c r such that 
8, = Qe,k,i,w By our assignment of priorities, p(a) c u. Since TpCoj releases 
(pe, h,), it follows from (2.35) that there is a stage t such that yU does not have 
higher priority than o for all u 2 t, and (2.24) is satisfied at stage t. Thus we 
establish a location for R, at stage t, and this location x is never cancelled. Since 
&(BL) is total, x must eventually become realized. Hence (2.25) will hold and by 
(2.41) and (2.42), we will eventually reach a stage at which R, is presatisfied. 
Once TO releases (p,,, h,), R, will become satisfied, and this satisfaction will 
never be cancelled. But when R, becomes presatisfied, we define ,uL such that 
,& = pF1, =A, and @&$,&,); X) 4 # P%,Yi@,; x) 1. Hence %(f%-; x) # Bf-‘(xl. 
Suppose that r(e) is odd. Fix CJ such that oc r and lb(a) = e + 1. Let 
r =~‘(a). Then T”, transmits 5 cam CA at all sufficiently large stages. As 
A E TO- and clause (vi)(a) of Lemma 2.2 never holds for any of our bushes along 
an infinite branch, it follows from (2.35) and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that @JA) is 
recursive. (Note that by the proof of the previous lemma, U {S, : r] c a} is 
recursive.) 
In either case, we see that the degree of Qe(A) is not minimal. 0 
The main theorem of this section now follows from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 
2.9. Theorem. There is a degree a E Hz such that a does not bound a minimal 
degree. 
The Bounding Lemma (Lemma 1.5) allows us to extend Theorem 2.9 to other 
classes of the high/low hierarchy. 
2.10. Theorem. Let X E V* - { Hf} be given. Then there is a degree d E X such 
that d does not bound a minimal degree. 
Theorem 2.10 can be relativized to minimal covers in the standard way. We 
leave the details to the reader. 
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